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We cannot believe
that July is almost
here! We are busier
than ever here at the
center. Everyone is
excited about taking
their learning
outside. Have you
seen the gardens on
the playground?
They are doing quite
well! The children
are looking forward
to being able to
taste what they grew
this season😊 They
are also enjoying
lots of water play this
season! Summer is
sooo short and we
like to spend as
much outside as
possible so that we
can enjoying the
season to its’ fullest!
A big thank you
goes out to
everyone who
participated in our
conferences. I
would like you to
know that we
appreciate the time
you took to
complete your
child’s ASQ. Our
teaching team has
been working hard
to score them and
complete the
conference
paperwork as well

as coordinate
meeting times that
work for everyone.
We are still in the
process of
coordinating meeting
times for some
classrooms so we
thank you for being
patient 😊
The older children are
planning to visit the
Audubon Nature
Center and the
Shining Stars are
hoping to go back to
Flips4All at the end of
the month. Please
watch for more
details. We welcome
parent chaperones
on all of our fieldtrips!
More adults mean
increased safety and
children love to share
their parents with their
friends!
We want the children
to be safe from the
sun’s harmful rays
when they are
enjoying the sunshine
so we provide Equate
with a SPF of 50
(Walmart’s brand). If
you would like
something different
for your child, please
feel free to bring it in
and we will apply that
before the children
go outside.

Check out the NAEYC
For Families’ website
for great informational
articles that may
interest you at:
http://families/naeyc.org

Reminder: The center
will be closed on
Monday July 4th in
observance of
Independence Day.
We hope that your
family enjoys a nice
holiday weekend!
We are looking
forward to a busy and
fun-filled month!
Donna & Thaimarie

Hello July!
We hope you enjoyed
our long weekend in
celebration of the
Fourth of July!
Last month we enjoyed
celebrating Father’s
Day. Also, we will like
to say goodbye to
Cecelia, Myles and
Layla that moved on to
their new adventure in
the Playful Penguin
room. We also
welcomed Cameron,
Marley, Berrett and
Oliver and their
families to both The
Bouncing Bunnies
classroom as well as
The Nurturing Nook!
We are excited to get
to know all the new
babies and families.
During this month of
July, we will be
working all together
and as an individual
on our developmental
milestones and

goals. For small motor
development we will
be exploring different
textures as well as
practicing holding toys.
For a large motor we
will be doing lots of
tummy time and
reaching for toys. Also,
lots of books, songs
and conversations that
will help our Bunnies on
communication and
emotional
development.
Since it is warmer
outside, please make
sure your baby has
weather appropriate
extra clothes. Please
make sure all your
baby's items are
labeled with your

baby's first and last
name, especially food
items such as frozen
breast milk packs,
fresh breast milk, jar
food etc.
Please make sure you
wash your baby's
hands upon arrival as
this is one of many
ways to help keep
germs out :)
Feel free to call
throughout the day to
check on your baby or
to share any questions
or concerns.
Jeannette and Kristy

Happy Independence
Day! We wish
everyone a great
holiday and fun with
family.
This Summer has been
fun so far. We have
been enjoying
exploring many
different growthrelated activities
including exploring
our sensory toys and
cause and effect toys.
We have also helping
them to experience
large motor
development through
crawling, standing at
shelfs and climbing up
onto the soft climber.
We continue to
support fine motor
growth through
fingering and
manipulating small
toys as well as
coloring and painting.
We have also been
bonding socially with

teachers and
peers. This is a good
way to practice verbal
skills as well. At this
stage the language
skill is mostly babbling
and trying various
other sounds with our
mouths, such as
screeching, blowing
zerberts with our lips,
and waa yaa baaing
sounds. We are also
beginning to learn
inflections which come
with conversation.

classroom setting as the
babies do not want to
miss out on
anything. They do need
their sleep so this is also
a learning time of selfregulation. With help
from teachers the babies
experience the need to
calm themselves and
learn how good sleep
can feel.
We teachers are so
excited to observe this
growth and continue to
provide plenty of
opportunities for this to
occur. July will be full of
fun.

With cause and effect
the babies are
experimenting with
how objects
move. They flip things, Happy 4th of July!
bang things, put things
Karen, Ivey
into and out of boxes
& Teanna
as well as to toss things
and try to fit items into
tight spaces.
Our minds are
constantly
going. Therefore, nap
time can be
challenging in the

WHETHER YOU WANT TO
LEARN MORE ABOUT
BEHAVIOR AND
DEVELOPMENT,
OUTDOOR LEARNING, OR
SCHOOL READINESS, YOU
WILL FIND RESEARCHBASED RESOURCES, TIPS
AND IDEAS FOR FAMILIES
AT NAEYC FOR

FAMILIES. CHECK IT OUT
AT:
https://www.naeyc.org/
our-work/for-families

July is an exciting month
with so much to
celebrate! There is the
Fourth of July, World UFO
Day, National Fried
Chicken Day, and much
more. We get to sit in the
sun and enjoy all of the
frozen treats we like😊
We are so thrilled to get
to know all of our new
classmates and their
amazing families! It is
truly an honor to be
working alongside such
wonderful children and
parents.
The Teddy Bears
classroom will continue
to enjoy fun activities
pertaining to their
developmental growth.
Some of the fun activities
we have planned for our
little Bears include
playing with colored rice,
making ice pops,
walking on sensory bags,
water play, toy wash with
squishy sponges, and
frozen painting. We love

to sing songs together,
play instruments, dance
around the classroom,
and cuddle up for
storytime.
As always, we will
continue to nurture
our Teddies and help
them grow in an
environment that is
full of warmth and
love.
If you have any
questions or concerns,
please feel free to call
or stop by anytime!
Jeana & Iliana

There are so many
wonderful things to see
and do around our great
city. Please check them
out at:
www.onmilwaukee.com

This Summer has been a
blast so far! We are so
excited to see what
adventures July will bring
us!
We spent so much time
outside to get the most out
of the warm weather!
During the month of June
we had 4 new friends join
us! Olivia, who is new to
daycare, Nell, Nora and
Carlo from Teddy Bears.
We had so much fun
getting to know them and
playing with them. In the
month of July we will see
our friend Hollis move up to
Busy Bees!
In the month of June we
focused on Water, Shapes
and Colors, Feelings and
Emotions, Transportation
and Letters and Numbers!
We enjoyed a lot of fun
activities. Some of our
favorites were the ice
boats that changed the
color of the water, the jar
lid boats, the shredded
colorful paper sensory bin
and the ice paintings! We
explored with lots of
different art materials and
techniques, it was fun to
challenge our minds.

This month, the themes we
will focus on are, The
Desert, Light and Dark,
Camping, and the Beach.
We will be participating in
fun activities like sand
painting, glow painting,
sensory bins with cake in
them and lots of fun snacks
that we will make together
to build our socialemotional skills. We will
continue exploring with
different materials for art to
explore our senses and
challenge ourselves. We
will also continue to work
on the use of kitchen
utensils, especially while
making our snacks
together! We will also be
continuing with water play
outside on the days that the
older kids do as well. You
can bring in a suit for your
child, or we will let them
play in swim diapers
provided by Ms. Camryn.
Thanks for a great June &
we can’t wait for July!
Camryn

Hello Busy Bee Parents,
Last month The Busy
Bees focused on the
approaching summer.
We learned about the
beach. We also
learned about things
we will see in summer.
Now that summer is
here, we will continue
this working with this
theme.
We will still be
exploring activities to
support our curriculum,
which includes
encoring the children’s
development across all
the learning domains
including social,
language, cognitive,
motor and self-help
skills. We have planned
new and exciting ways
for the children to
develop these skills. For
example, we are
planning an activity
called Pass the Ice
Cream. We planned
this activity for social
development because
we feel it will help our
Bees to be social and

also help them develop
the tools to share.
We planned new
exciting ways to
practice the curriculum
including fun sensory,
fun large motor and
small motor activities.
We plan to have the
children dancing to new
music. We have set up
a lot of activities for the
children to work on
small motor and
cognitive skills. One
activity we have
planned for cognitive
development is a
Summer Scavenger
Hunt. This hunt will
include things that you
will find in the summer
such as a picture of a
picnic table will be
hidden in the classroom
for the children to
find😊 In addition to a
fun scavenger hunt we
will also be planning fun
water and painting
activities for our Worker
Bees. These activities
help develop small
motor skills.

While in this class we
want the Bees to gain
as many words as they
possibly can. We want
them to gain social
and self-help skills and
we have so much
planned to support
this! We have lots of
new songs that the
children can dance
too and enjoy that are
based around our
theme.
If there are any
questions, please feel
free to ask!
Welcome to summer!

Like Us
On
Facebook

Johnesha & Lyla

Hello Parents!

sensory task we did was
washing our hands with
Summer is here and we red paint soap. They
love washing their hands
are very excited for
with soap.
tons of hot fun. It has
been very hot for the
We of course are still
Shining Stars,
especially when we go cooking and making
yummy treats! One treat
outdoors for some
that we made were “soy
playground fun. In
butter balls. It’s made
order to stay cool we
drink plenty of ice cold with soy butter (you can
use regular peanut
water, yummy freeze
pops and wear hats to butter), powdered milk
keep the sun off. When and sugar (white or
outside, our Stars get a brown). Roll into a ball
and eat. Our other treat
variety of large motor
was “ants on a log” with
from climbing to
running. We sometimes a celery stick with soy
butter (or peanut butter)
go on walks on the
rope in the parking lot. spread on it and raisins
on top to represent the
The children get so
ants. This delicious treat
excited to see all the
was for Bugs and Insects
semi-trucks on the
week. It was the first time
expressway. We even
trying and eating celery
get a chance to see
for some of our Stars.
the construction. We
Also, during Bugs and
appreciate you for
Insects week, we made
dressing your child
bees or ladybugs with
appropriately for the
our handprints. The only
weather.
bugs we see outside on
the playground are
As always, we
rolling pollies, ladybugs,
included some art
flies and small beetles.
projects and one was
ice painting. We mixed
water and colored
water (water paint)
together and froze it
with a popsicle stick.
Our Stars did very
good maneuvering the
stick around to paint
and did great without
eating it😊 This was a
great sensory activity
for feeling and
touching. Another

Because our Stars are
getting their two-yearold checkup, we
decided to take a trip to
the doctor's office in our
classroom. We dressed
up as doctors and
nurses, took their weight
and temperature and
listened to their
heartbeat with a real
stethoscope to make it

realistic. The majority of
our Stars weren’t afraid
to get a pretend shot
either. They were big
boys and girls!
Hopefully they are at
the real doctor’s office.
Of course, we have
what is called “group
time or circle time” for
singing, reading stories,
fingerplays and puppet
play. Our Stars enjoy
clapping when we sing
our introduction song.
Although they learn
much throughout the
day, they learn the
most at circle time.

Summer has just
begun and we are
exploring much more
fun themes and
activities!
As always, feel free
to ask any questions
about your child and
their classroom.
Stay safe and
healthy.
Catch ya later!
Shaquanda
& Nette

Happy July, Rising Stars how we structure our
Families!
themes, extending them
from one week to twoWe hope you all
week periods. This will
enjoyed your long
give us teachers more
weekend and had lots time to prepare
of fun. June flew by
activities, and give the
with all the good times kids more time to enjoy
we had! Our most
the activities at a relaxed
exciting change with
pace. Our July themes
the summer weather
will include
was our water days.
transportation and
We always look
vacation along with the
forward to putting on
beach and ocean.
our swimsuits and
staying cool with our
A couple reminders to
friends. We’ve been
parents with regard to
able to enjoy many
the class schedule.
popsicles and our fine Breakfast is 8:00-8:30 and
motor skills have been our outside time is 9:00.
improving with all the
On our full days we have
use of the spray
12 or 13 kids to clean up
bottles!
after and get changed or
pottied. If your child
hasn’t had breakfast and
Another fond June
memory is our field trip arrives after 8:30 we can
to the zoo. A big thank have a supplement
you to our chaperones snack, but we do try to
get cleaned up quickly
and to the chatty
conductor on that zoo so we can move on and
get outside! If your child
train! Field trip days
can be stressful, but oh arrives after 8:45, we ask
that sunscreen already
so fun.
be applied in order to
follow the 15 minutes
As we move into July,
before sun exposure
we will be changing

directions. Thank you
very much!
The last reminder is for
diapers and pull ups! In
order to make diaper
changing simpler we
ask that diapers have
velcro on the sides to
eliminate the step of
removing shoes, pants
and/or underwear to
put on a fresh diaper or
pullup. Thank you!
Please reach out with
questions or concerns
and have a great
summer!
Jenna & Alexis

Here we are in July and
summer is halfway
over! This month will be
packed with just as
much fun as June. Just
a reminder to send
your child in
comfortable clothing
that they can play, get
messy, and have fun in!
We have been doing
lots of water play and
the children have been
having soooo much
fun😊
During the first week of
June, we talked about
Camping. The children
were able to bring in
their own sleeping
bags from home for
naptime. They really
enjoyed being able to
do that and they
looked very cozy. The
children were also able
to "catch" fish in the
sensory table. We also
went on a bear hunt
around the room and
made our very own
binoculars to look for
bears. The children
were also able to
observe the crickets
from our next-door
neighbors, the Rising
Stars. The crickets were
very loud and the
children tried to make
the same noise as the
crickets. We talked
about how they jump
and what their
antennae are used for.
Next, we talked about
Balls. For a science

project the children
were able to choose
balls of different colors
and sizes to see if they
float or sank. After that
they were able to see
if all the balls bounced
or not. The children
also had a lot of fun
playing in the sensory
table with water balls
which got pretty
messy. :) An art project
that they did was mess
free marble painting.
The children were able
to choose their own
colors and decorate a
piece of paper using a
marble in a tray. This
took a lot of patience.
Lastly, we talked about
Father’s Day. We made
coffee mugs for our
father’s. We painted
them all together as a
group and worked on
sharing and not mixing
colors, which was an
interesting process. In
home living the
children pretended to
be their "dad" and
dressed up in our
blazer and dress
shoes. In the block
area the children were
able to play with red
solo cups. They
enjoyed stacking them
and balancing them.
However, their favorite
thing to do was make
a tower and then
knock it down with
cars.

Thank you to the
parents who were able
to make it to the field
trip to the Racine Zoo.
The children had
so much fun. Maybe
even more fun on the
bus than the Zoo
hahaha!
Some things that we
have been working on
in class are: listening to
2-3 step directions,
walking in a line down
the hallway, and
putting toys away
where they belong
when we are done
playing with them.
As always, feel free to
talk with us if you have
questions, comments,
concerns, or
suggestions. We love
hearing feedback.
Please feel free to call
us during the day for
updates or a chance
to connect.
Jessie & Teanna

Congrats to Miss
Jessie who
celebrates her sixth
anniversary with The
Nurturing Nook! We
are so happy that
she is on
our team😊

The Rainbow Room has
had a great summer so
far. We have had such
great weather which has
allowed us to get in lots of
sprinkler time.
We started our month off
with those fun wiggly
creatures, worms. We
worked on our math skills
by measuring different
sized pieces of yarn which
we pretended were
worms. We painted with
rubber worms and made
an apple with a worm. We
learned lots of worm facts
and even got to play with
real worms. We learned
that they are very good to
have in your garden so at
the end of the week that is
where they went.
After a week with worms,
we moved on to pond life.
We talked about all the
animals you would find if
you visited a pond and
learned about the life
cycle of a frog. We made
a frog and a turtle out of a
paper plate and painted
with pond colors. The
children also had fun
pretending to fish from our
boat.
Next, we moved right into
ocean animals. We used
salt to practice making
the letters of the alphabet.

In art we make all sorts
of ocean creatures such
as a crab, seahorse and
a jellyfish. In science we
observed a fossil of a fish
and a sea sponge. The
children also loved
pretending they were at
the beach in our home
living area.
Ice cream and popsicles
was next on our list. Of
course, the highlight of
the week was our Ice
Cream Sundae Party but
we also did a lot of other
projects. We pretended
to have an Ice Cream
Shop in our home living
area . The children also
worked on their counting
skills by playing an Ice
Cream Cone Counting
Game where they had to
match the number with
the same number of dots
on the cone.
Lastly was the 4th of July.
We popped bubble wrap
to make fireworks
sounds and made
fireworks using dish
sponges. We counted
the stars and stripes on
the flag and observed
the map of the United
States and talked about
how the 50 stars
represent each state. We
also worked on our

social studies by
talking about which
state and which
country we live in. We
made fizzing fireworks
by scooping baking
soda onto a coffee
filter and spraying it
with vinegar. The
children also had a
parade in the
classroom waving
flags.
Thank you to all who
chaperoned on our
field trip to the Racine

Zoo. This was the first
time we went to the zoo
so we were not sure
what to expect. The
children did great!
Please watch for more
information on our next
field trip at the end of
July. We promise this
one will be a lot closer
to home😊
Have a great month!
Renee, Nichol
and Teanna

